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REDEFINING COOL, ONE BITE AT A TIME
If you’ve ever packed a lunch, you’ve realized something funny: 
Coolers don’t actually cool anything. This might not seem like 
a catastrophic global issue, but when no single product keeps 
healthy meals cool and safe until lunchtime, there are some 
serious consequences. We’re talking millions of pounds of 
unnecessary food waste and, of course, millions of very unhappy 
and hungry kids.  

After over a decade of packing my family’s lunches, my children 
and I knew this chronic disappointment well. It’s what inspired me 
to create PackIt. We dared to demand more from coolers, and 
we challenged consumers to expect more from the people who 
make them. 

In the past six years, our products have helped millions of other 
families come together over the fresh, delicious meals they 
deserve. And we’re just getting started. Our 2016 line is our most 
groundbreaking collection yet. It makes every aspect of eating 

and drinking on the go more delightful. There’s the picnic tote that 
acts like a fridge but looks like it belongs on a street style blog. A 
wine bag whose unique form is as much a conversation starter as 
its cooling power. Lunch bags that are so fashionable and useful, 
you come up with excuses to take them everywhere “just in case.” 
And a rugged duo of can coolers that keep microbrews ice cold 
all day….even on a mountaintop that’s miles from civilization. 

We’re in the business of making these extraordinary experiences 
an everyday reality. As you’ll see, it’s a real game changer—and 
we don’t think you should settle for anything less.  

MELISSA KIELING

PackIt Co-Founder and CEO

WHAT WE DO

Everybody’s got their calling. This is ours.

CREATE SMART SOLUTIONS  •  DELIVER UNEXPECTED COOL  •  MAKE LIFE MORE DELIGHTFUL

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

We believe that to eat and drink well is to live well. Somewhere along the way, though, people learned not 
to question the products they used to take food and beverages on the go. The world told us to put up with 
coolers that don’t actually cool anything. We refused to settle, and we don’t think you should either.

Our vision is to reinvent ways to live better and encourage consumers to expect more. We promise to 
deliver uncompromising products that empower you to live the good life, however you define it. A day with 
our products should be a revelation about how much simpler and enjoyable life can be when all the details 
come together with purpose and intelligence. You deserve solutions that are smart, effective and—above 
all—cool. We’re grateful for the opportunity to deliver them.

PACKIT’S DEDICATION TO SAFETY

Because PackIt was invented and founded by a single mother of three, consumer safety is paramount. All 
PackIt bags are free of harmful PVC, BPA, phthalates, formaldehyde and lead. Our products are tested by 
independent, accredited third-party laboratories and have met all current U.S., Canadian and European 
safety standards. These include applicable standards set forth by OEHHA Proposition 65 and Consumer 
Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA), plus the more stringent limits set forth by CPSIA in 2011. 

WHAT WE STAND FOR

PackIt is more than just a cooler company. It’s a community of creative minds committed to bringing you 
the very best products to help you live better. Here are the values we live by.

BE IMPACTFUL

We want our products to do what they claim and make a difference. It’s what you should expect when you 
invest your trust and hard-earned money in something new. We only want to create products that surprise 
you with their cleverness. Because the more intelligent the solution, the smarter the choices you can make. 

BE PASSIONATE

We love what we do, and we want to share it with the world. We put so much effort into choosing the 
perfect materials, colors and designs for you that we can’t help but geek out over the end result. That 
unabashed joy is infectious, and it’s something we hope you feel the first time you encounter our products.

BE PURPOSEFUL

Intentions matter, so every detail of our products has a purpose. It’s not just what they do or how they 
look. It’s how it all comes together in perfect harmony. Each product should do more with less, and offer 
something you never knew you needed but that you can’t live without once you experience it. It’s all 
possible when you take the time to think of everything.

BE GENUINE

We’re not simply the first people to make a cooler that actually cools. We’re the first to truly care whether 
cooling products can exceed your expectations. Everything we do should respect your time, lifestyle and 
budget. If we ever miss the mark, we’ll be the first to admit it and make things right.

PACKIT’S
MISSION,
VALUES
& VISION
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The secret
is the cooler’s 

freezable
gel liner

360º
COOL

Expand & pack

Keep items cool
up to 10 hours

Fold or flatten
& freeze
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ENTIRE BAG FREEZES  •  CHILLS LIKE A FRIDGE

PackIt is a foldable, freezable bag that keeps food and drinks cool anywhere.  
It works just like a refrigerator on the go, chilling your food and drinks for up to 
10 hours. Freezable gel is built into the walls of the bag so there’s no need for 
extra ice packs to keep items cool. 

Our cooling isn’t just powerful—it’s also patented! PackIt’s groundbreaking 
technology is protected by US Patent 8-209-995-82.

HOW DOES
IT WORK?

PACKIT’S COOLING
TECHNOLOGY

PackIt‘s all-in-one cooling system is so simple to use. Just fold or flatten your PackIt, then 
place the entire bag in the freezer overnight to activate its built-in cooling. The bag takes 
up minimal space in the freezer and is ready to go when you are.

When you take the bag out of the freezer, its walls will be completely frozen. Pack your 
favorite perishable items inside and let the bag work its magic. Your PackIt will generate 
waves of cold air that chill your food and drinks, keeping them safe and delicious all day. 

PACKIT’S COOLING TECHNOLOGY
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NEW!
GO GO

NEW!
VIVA

PRINT & COLOR
SWATCHES

From the inside out, PackIt coolers challenge the status quo in cooling. In 2016, we’re offering 
a wide array of stylish patterns and solid colors for every personality, from fashionistas to 
weekend warriors.

We’re also proud to partner with acclaimed design brand French Bull to offer two 
eye-popping prints on our coolers. Just like PackIt, French Bull is dedicated to re-imagining 
the ordinary with a vibrant, unconventional twist.

NEW!
BUFFALO CHECK

NEW!
FIESTA

NEW!
MARINE

NEW!
CHARCOAL

NEW!
OLIVE

BLACK

NEW!
POPPIES

NEW!
ANIMAL

NEW!
MONSTERS 2.0

NEW!
POLKA DOTS

SURF STRIPEGRAY STRIPE GEOMETRICCAMO

PRINT & COLOR SWATCHES



Fold & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool
for up to 10 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
LUNCH BAG

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls chill a meal and a 12oz 
(340ml) drink for up to 10 hours  
(depending on external temperatures)

• Folds flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Buckle handle clips onto totes and 
strollers

• Zip closure locks in cold, dry air

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 10” H x 8.5” W x 5” D 
Folded: 5.25” H x 8.5” W x 2.25” D 
 
 
CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Includes tray

The original that started it all! Our bestselling lunch cooler has helped millions of families 
take safe, healthy meals everywhere without the need for burdensome ice packs.

Video available online

BUFFALO CHECK
PKT-PC-BUF

POLKA DOTS
PKT-PC-POL

GRAY STRIPE
PKT-PC-STR

FIESTA
PKT-PC-FIE

MONSTER 2.0
PKT-PC-MNS

CAMO
PKT-PC-CAM

POPPIES
PKT-PC-POP

SURF STRIPE
PKT-PC-SSP

GEOMETRIC
PKT-PC-GEO

BLACK
PKT-PC-BLA

VIVA
PKT-PC-VIV

GO GO
PKT-PC-GOG



Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
MINI LUNCH BAG

FEATURES: 

• Gel-lined walls chill a small meal or 
snacks and a 12oz (340ml) drink for 
up to 10 hours (depending on external 
temperatures)

•  Buckle handle clips onto totes and 
strollers

• Zip closure locks in cold, dry air

•  Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 8.25” H x 8” W x 3.75” D 
Flattened: 8.25” H x 8” W x 1.25” D

CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Includes tray 

Small but mighty, this cooler is sized just right for younger kids’ meals and adult snacks.  
It fits easily into backpacks and gym bags and nimbly goes anywhere you do.

MONSTERS 2.0
PKT-MC-MNS

POPPIES
PKT-MC-POP

BLACK
PKT-MC-BLA

GO GO
PKT-MC-GOG



Fold & freeze Unfold & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
DELUXE
LUNCH BAG

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls chill two small meals 
or a large meal, a snack and a 24oz 
(710ml) drink for up to 10 hours 
(depending on external temperatures)

• Folds flat and freezes overnight  
(12 hours)

• Includes adjustable shoulder strap 
and carry handle

• Exterior slip pocket stores napkins, 
utensils or personal items 

• Zip closure locks in cold, dry air

•   Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

•  Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 11” H x 8.5” W x 7” D 
Folded: 7” H x 8.5” W x 3” D

CASE PACK:  
6pc. case | Includes tray

This roomy lunch bag accommodates wide food containers and lets you chill up to two 
meals in one bag. It’s the perfect companion for day trips and outdoor activities.

30% LARGER
than the Freezable 

Lunch Bag

GRAY STRIPE
PKT-DX-STR

BLACK
 PKT-DX-BLA

VIVA
PKT-DX-VIV



Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
ROLLTOP
LUNCH BAG

FEATURES:

•   Gel-lined walls chill a meal and a 12oz 
(340ml) drink for up to 10 hours  
(depending on external temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight  
(12 hours)

• Rolltop design and secure buckle  
closure lock in cold, dry air 

• Top-load opening makes it easy to 
pack boxy food containers

• Rugged fabric stands up to wear 
and tear

•  Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

•     PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 10.5” H x 8.25” W x 5.5” D 
Flattened: 11” H x 8.25” W x 1.75” D

CASE PACK:  
6pc. case | Shelf ready (no tray)

A new twist on the classic brown bag shape, the Rolltop brings PackIt’s patented cooling 
to a rugged silhouette. It’s also great for chilling several drinks for sports and travel.

CAMO
PKT-RT-CAM

BLACK
PKT-RT-BLA

NEW
!



Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.

2016  |  1413  |  FREEZABLE LUNCH BOXES

FREEZABLE
CLASSIC
LUNCH BOX

FEATURES:

•   Gel-lined walls chill a meal and a 12oz 
(340ml) drink for up to 10 hours  
(depending on external temperatures)

• Large zip opening allows for fast top- 
load packing and locks in cold, dry air

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Buckle handle conveniently attaches 
to messenger bags, backpacks and 
sports bags

•  Mesh pocket holds an 8oz water 
bottle, utensils and napkin or snacks

• Zip pocket stores ID cards or wipes

•  Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 8.25” H x 10” W x 4.25” D 
Flattened: 8.5” H x 10.25” W x 2.25” D

CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Shelf ready (no tray)

The classic lunch box is getting PackIt’s cool tech twist! As the only horizontal lunch box 
that chills healthy food, it’s the easiest, most stylish way for kids to eat well anywhere. 

FIESTA
PKT-CB-FIE

CAMO
PKT-CB-CAM

GRAY STRIPE
PKT-CB-STR

POLKA DOTS
PKT-CB-POL

NEW
!



HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.

Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours
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FREEZABLE
UPRIGHT
LUNCH BOX

FEATURES:

•   Gel-lined walls chill a meal and a 12oz 
(340ml) drink for up to 10 hours  
(depending on external temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Vertical design keeps drinks upright 
and prevents spills

•  Diagonal hinge and top zipper design 
secure items inside bag and allow easy 
access  on the go

• Buckle handle conveniently attaches 
to messenger bags, backpacks and 
sports bags

•  Zip closure locks in cold, dry air

•  Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean 
exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 10.25” H x 8.5” W x 4.75” D 
Flattened: 10.25” H x 8.5” W x 1.75” D 

CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Shelf ready (no tray)

This modern lunch box has a top-load design that prevents spills and is easy to access 
on the go. With stylish color blocking and contrast zippers, it’s the total package. 

POPPIES
PKT-LB-POP

MONSTERS 2.0
PKT-LB-MNS

NEW
!

BUFFALO CHECK
 PKT-LB-BUF

GO GO 
PKT-LB-GOG



HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.

Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours
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FREEZABLE
CARRYALL
LUNCH BAG

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls chill a large meal or 
salad, a snack and a 12oz (340ml) 
drink for up to 10 hours (depending on 
external temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Roomy design fits large containers 
and allows you to store drinks upright

• Reinforced zip closure secures food  
inside bag, locks in cold, dry air and  
provides easy access to items inside

• Reinforced ergonomic carry strap that 
evenly distributes weight

• Exterior slip pocket holds utensils,  
napkins and personal items

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 9” H x 13” W x 6” D 
Flattened: 9” H x 13.75” W x 2” D

CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Shelf ready (no tray)

Our award-winning shoulder bag just keeps getting better. It’s been redesigned with 
a reinforced carry strap and zip closure, making it easy to stylishly chill food anywhere.

POLKA DOTS
PKT-CL-POL

FIESTA
PKT-CL-FIE

VIVA
PKT-CL-VIV

NEW
!



HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.

Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours
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FREEZABLE
TRAVELER
LUNCH BAG

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls chill a large meal or 
salad, a snack and a 12oz (340ml) 
drink for up to 10 hours (depending on 
external temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Easy-grip carry handles are reinforced 
to handle heavy loads

• Roomy design fits large containers 

• Exterior slip pocket holds utensils and 
personal items

• Zip closure locks in cold, dry air

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 10.5” H x 13.5” W x 6” D 
Flattened: 11.5” H x 14” W x 2.25” D

CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Shelf ready (no tray)

As cute as is it cool, this handbag-style lunch cooler offers serious power in a super-
compact design. A roomy interior and reinforced handles carry large loads on the go.

POLKA DOTS
PKT-TV-POL

BLACK
PKT-TV-BLA

VIVA
PKT-TV-VIV

NEW
!



HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.

Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours
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FREEZABLE
UPTOWN
LUNCH BAG

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls chill a large meal or 
salad, a snack and a 12oz (340ml) drink 
for up to 10 hours (depending 
on external temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Dry compartment inside top flap 
unzips to store snacks, napkins or 
utensils

• Exterior zip pocket and interior slip   
pocket provide additional storage 

• Roomy design fits large containers  

• New adjustable shoulder strap 

•  Interior zip closure and redesigned 
Velcro tab under top flap secure items 
inside bag and lock in cold, dry air

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 10.5” H x 13” W x 6.75” D 
Flattened: 10.5” H x 13” W x 2” D

CASE PACK 
6pc. case | Shelf ready (no tray)

This fashionable messenger-style bag has been updated with new dry compartment, 
an improved top flap and a redesigned strap for ultimate comfort while carrying.

ANIMAL
PKT-UT-ANI

POLKA DOTS
PKT-UT-POL

NEW
!



Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 6 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
WINE BAG

FEATURES:

•  Gel-lined walls chill and protect a 
750ml-1L bottle of wine, water or 
a large beer bottle for up to 6 hours 
(depending on external temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Unique strap design allows you to carry 
bottle over your shoulder or pull tab 
and carry in your hand

• Rolltop design with buckle closure 
secures bottle in bag and locks in 
cold air

• Flattens to a slim profile for compact 
storage and easy stacking in the 
freezer 

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 13.5” H x 4.5” W x 4.5” D 
Flattened: 13.5” H x 6.75” W x 1.25” D

CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Shelf ready (no tray)

An ingenious approach to on-the-go cooling, this wine bag can be carried in the hand 
or slung over the shoulder. Its versatile design makes it the ideal gift for any wine lover.

GRAY STRIPE
PKT-WB-STR

VIVA
PKT-WB-VIV

NEW
!



Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool
for up to 10 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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DIMENSIONS:
Open: 8” H x 9.75” W x 8” D 
Flattened: 2.75” H x 10” W x 8.25” D

CASE PACK: 
5pc. case | Includes tray

FREEZABLE
9-CAN
COOLER

CHARCOAL
PKT-NC-CHA

MARINE
PKT-NC-MAR

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls chill 9 12oz cans, 6 12oz 
cans and snacks, 6 20oz bottles or two 
meals for up to 10 hours (depending on 
external temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Reflective tab for increased visibility 
and safety

• Includes adjustable shoulder strap and 
haul handle

• Two mesh pockets for storing personal 
items, water bottles, snacks, keys and 
bottle openers

• Large zip opening allows for fast top-
load packing and lets you see exactly 
where items are stored

• Rugged high-denier material protects 
items against dirt, sand and water and 
easily wipes clean  

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

Meet the first soft-sided can and bottle cooler that chills without needing extra ice packs. 
Also a personal lunch bag that fits two meals, it’s a game changer for both work and play.

NEW
!



HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.

Flatten & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool
for up to 10 hours
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DIMENSIONS:
Open: 8.25” H x 11.25” W x 9.25” D 
Flattened: 2.5” H x 11.75” W x 9.25” D 
 
 
CASE PACK: 
4pc. case | Includes tray

FREEZABLE
18-CAN
COOLER

CHARCOAL
PKT-EC-CHA

OLIVE
PKT-EC-OLI

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls chill 18 12oz cans, 12 
12oz cans and snacks, 12 20oz bottles, 
or food for a family for up to 10 hours 
(depending on external temperatures)

• Collapses flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Reflective tab for increased visibility 
and safety 

• Includes adjustable shoulder strap and 
heavy-duty haul handle

•  One large and two small mesh pockets 
for water bottles, snacks, keys and 
bottle openers

• Top zip pocket for utensils, napkins 
or personal items

• Rugged high-denier material protects 
items against dirt, sand and water and 
easily wipes clean 

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

•  Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

A groundbreaking alternative to bulky hard-sided coolers, this is the spacious cooler that 
outdoor enthusiasts have always dreamed of. Excellent for the beach, camping and more!

NEW
!



Fold & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool
for up to 6 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
GROCERY BAG

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls in the base of the bag 
chill perishables, drinks and frozen 
foods for up to 6 hours (depending on 
external temperatures)

•  Folds flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Zip closure locks in cold, dry air

•  Top of the bag fits nonperishable 
items 

• Ideal for communities with plastic 
bag bans 

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

•   PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

•  Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open:  14.5” H x 12.75” W x 7.75” D  
Folded: 7.25” H x 12.75” W x 2.25” D 
 
 
CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Includes tray

A must-have for every family on the go! Built-in cooling in the bag’s base chills meat, 
dairy, fruits and veggies on the go, with room on top for nonperishable items. 

GEOMETRIC
PKT-SH-GEO

GRAY STRIPE
PKT-SH-STR

VIVA 
PKT-SH-VIV

NEW
!



Fold & freeze Unfold & pack Keep items cool 
for up to 6 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
BABY BOTTLE 
BAG

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 9” H x 6” W x 4” D 
Folded: 5” H x 6.25” W x 2.5” D

CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Includes tray

BLACK
PKT-BB-BLA

VIVA
PKT-BB-VIV

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls protect and chill two 
12oz (340ml) bottles of milk, formula, 
juice or water for up to 6 hours 
(depending on external temperatures)

• Folds flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Buckle handle clips onto totes 
and strollers

• Zip closure locks in cold, dry air

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

•  Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

Parents and caregivers can finally take children anywhere without having to refrigerate 
bottles or stop home to feed. It’s also handy for toting squeezable baby food pouches.



Fold & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool for 
up to 10 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
PICNIC BAG

FEATURES:

•  Gel-lined walls chill food and drinks 
for four people or a six-pack for up 
to 10 hours (depending on external 
temperatures)

• Folds flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Zip closure locks in cold, dry air

• Includes shoulder strap

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 12.75” H x 11.75” W x 4.75” D  
Folded: 5.75” H x 12” W x 3” D

CASE PACK: 
6pc. case | Includes tray

Feed a crowd the freshest foods possible at picnics, the beach and campsites 
with this party-sized travel cooler. Also excellent for tailgates and sporting events!

SURF STRIPE
PKT-SC-SSP

BUFFALO CHECK
PKT-SC-BUF

BLACK
PKT-SC-BLA



Fold & freeze Expand & pack Keep items cool
for up to 10 hours

HOW IT WORKS:
Walls of the bag freeze to 
keep food and drinks cool.
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FREEZABLE
PICNIC TOTE

FEATURES:

• Gel-lined walls chill food and drinks 
for four people, a six-pack or four 
750ml-1L bottles for up to 10 hours 
(depending on external temperatures)

• Folds flat and freezes overnight 
(12 hours)

• Large zip opening allows for fast 
packing and lets you see exactly 
where items are stored

•  Top flap unzips to reveal dry storage 
compartment for napkins and utensils 
(utensils not included)

• Webbed straps for easy carrying 
on the arm or shoulder

• Roomy design allows you to store 
drinks upright and avoid spills

• Elastic strap inside cold compartment 
secures one wine bottle upright 

• Made from nontoxic poly canvas; 
food-safe waterproof lining

• PVC-, BPA-, phthalate- and lead-free

• Interior wipes clean; spot clean exterior

DIMENSIONS:
Open: 12” H x 15” W x 5.75” D 
Folded: 7” H x 14.75” W x 2.5” D

CASE PACK: 
4pc. case | Shelf ready (no tray)

Your picnic cooler has never been so stylish. This shoulder bag chills all the essentials     
without spilling and has a dry compartment for utensils, napkins and accessories.

FIESTA
PKT-PT-FIE

VIVA 
PKT-PT-VIV

NEW
!
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LUNCH BAG
8” H x 8.5” W x 2.25” D

ROLLTOP LUNCH BAG
10.75” H x 8.25” W x 3.75” D

PICNIC TOTE
12” H x 15” W x 5.75” D

MINI LUNCH BAG
10.75” H x 8” W x 1.25” D

CLASSIC LUNCH BOX
8.5” H x 10.25” W x 2.75” D

GROCERY BAG
7.25” H x 12.75” W x 2.25” D

DELUXE LUNCH BAG
9.75” H x 8.5” W x 3” D

UPRIGHT LUNCH BOX
10.25” H x 8.5” W x 4.75” D

TRAVELER LUNCH BAG
11” H x 13.75” W x 3” D

WINE BAG
13.25” H x 4.5” W x 4.5” D

PICNIC BAG
9.5” H x 12” W x 3” D

CARRYALL LUNCH BAG
9” H x 13.75” W x 2.5” D

9-CAN COOLER
8” H x 10.5” W x 2.75” D

BABY BOTTLE BAG
7.75” H x 6.25” W x 2.5” D

UPTOWN LUNCH BAG
10.5” H x 13” W x 6” D

18-CAN COOLER
9.25” H x 11.75” W x 2.5” D

PACKAGING
OPTIONS

NEW PACKAGING Selected products stand on shelves and new hangtags allow convenient access 
to product information. 

New hangtag packaging articulates the function and features of the products.

HEADER PACKAGING:

HANGTAG PACKAGING:

Not Actual Size

NEW PACKAGING PACKAGING OPTIONS  |
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MERCHANDISING
SOLUTIONS

Improved packaging and D-rings on selected products allow retailers to present product 
in clean, eye-catching assortments. DISPLAYS &

ASSORTED MIXES
PackIt products are designed for seamless integration in a variety of retail environments. 
From counter displays to shelving units, we offer solutions for any configuration.

6 PIECE MIXED
LUNCH TRAY #1
PKT-TR-L001 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 
8.25” H x 9” W x 16” D  
 
INCL. 2 OF EACH:
FIESTA
GRAY STRIPE
GEOMETRIC

6 PIECE MIXED 
ROLLTOP LUNCH 
ITEM# PKT-TR-R001
NO TRAY | PRODUCT SHELF READY 
 
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 
10.75” H x 8.25” W x 3.75” D
  
INCL. 3 OF EACH:
CAMO
BLACK

DISPLAY TRAY & SHELF READY PEG READY
6 PIECE MIXED
LUNCH TRAY #2
PKT-TR-L002 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 
8.25” H x 9” W x 16” D 

INCL. 2 OF EACH:
VIVA
POLKA DOTS
BLACK

6 PIECE MIXED
WINE BAGS
ITEM# PKT-TR-W001
NO TRAY | PRODUCT SHELF READY 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 
13.25” H x 4.5” W x 4.5” D 

INCL. 3 OF EACH:
VIVA
GRAY STRIPE

6 PIECE MIXED
MINI LUNCH TRAY
PKT-TR-M001 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 
10.5” H x 8.25” W x 12” D

INCL. 2 OF EACH:
MONSTERS 2.0
BLACK
GO GO

6 PIECE MIXED
DELUXE LUNCH TRAY
PKT-TR-D001 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 
9.5” H x 9” W x 16” D 

INCL. 2 OF EACH:
VIVA
GRAY STRIPE
BLACK

PACKIT METAL
PERMANENT DISPLAY
ITEM# PKT-DP-P1O1
(Products not included)

SINGLE-SIDED DIMENSIONS:
57” H x 22” W x 19” D

DOUBLE-SIDED DIMENSIONS:
57” H x 22” W x 25” D

COMPLETE 1-SIDED
DISPLAY INCLUDES:
5 HOOK TAILS
10 12” PEG HOOKS

28 PIECE DISPLAY
ITEM# PKT-DI-2816 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 
60.5” H x 18” W x 16” D

16 PIECE
LUNCH BAGS

INCL. 4 OF EACH:
BLACK

INCL. 2 OF EACH:
GRAY STRIPE
SURF STRIPE
FIESTA
VIVA
POPPIES
POLKA DOTS

12 PIECE
MINI LUNCH BAGS

INCL. 4 OF EACH:
BLACK
MONSTERS 2.0
GO GO

MERCHANDISING SOLUTIONS  |DISPLAYS & ASSORTED MIXES
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PRESS

TODAY

PackIt was called a “game changer” for back
to school, beating out nearly 30 other lunch boxes.

THE INTERN

PackIt was prominently featured in multiple scenes 
throughout this major motion picture starring 

Robert De Niro and Anne Hathaway.  

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

Good Housekeeping’s renowned testing lab named
the Freezable Carryall Lunch Bag the best lunch bag

for back to school.

FAMILY CIRCLE

The Freezable Lunch Bag was chosen as a top time-saving 
back-to-school supply.

YAHOO! PARENTING

CEO Melissa Kieling shares how her children inspired her 
business idea and continue to motivate her daily.

PARADE

PackIt’s Freezable Lunch Bag was named a stylish pick
for brown baggers.

GOOD MORNING AMERICA

Our Freezable Lunch Bags were showcased
in a segment about simple tips that help busy moms.

NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT PRODUCED BY CNBC

PackIt was profiled in a segment about the fastest-growing 
companies in the U.S. honored by Inc. magazine.

WOMAN’S DAY 

Our Freezable Lunch Bag was honored by Woman’s Day’s 
Great Value Awards, an annual list of products that save the 

most time, money and energy.

FOOD & WINE

Food & Wine editors named our Freezable Sandwich Bag a 
favorite new travel essential.

THE LOS ANGELES TIMES

PackIt’s hometown newspaper sat down with Melissa Kieling 
to learn how she built her business. 

WORKING MOTHER

PackIt’s startup story was spotlighted in Working Mother’s 
Entrepreneur Mom column.

PRESS


